The behaviour and physiology of wild animals born in zoos, laboratories and breeding centres can differ substantially from that of their wild-caught (WC) conspecifics. For instance, captive-born (CB) animals are typically more prone to developing abnormal repetitive behaviours. In captive striped mice, Rhabdomys, we first confirmed that birth origin predicted the emergence of stereotypic behaviour (SB), with CB mice being most at risk. Second, to investigate correlates of this birth origin effect, we tested WC and CB striped mice in behavioural tasks to quantify fear/anxiety, activity and perseveration, and measured faecal corticosterone to assess physiological stress. WC mice proved more fearful and less active than CB animals, and had higher levels of faecal corticosterone metabolites. These effects, however, were unrelated to SB. WC mice were also less perseverative and more behaviourally flexible than CB animals, traits that covary with SB. Third, a retrospective analysis of laboratory records showed that SB incidence was significantly lower in adult-caught than juvenile-caught striped mice, with juvenile males being the most severely affected by early removal from the wild. In conclusion, our results indicate that adult, but not juvenile WC striped mice are typically protected against SB development in captivity, despite having poorer welfare than their CB conspecifics. They also reveal profound behavioural changes in CB mice, changes suggestive of altered forebrain function, a hypothesis now needing direct testing. Ó
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Wild animals are often bred in research laboratories, zoos and conservation centres. Several recent studies show that captive-born (CB) animals may differ behaviourally and physiologically from their wild counterparts, a potential problem when the aim of captive breeding is to conserve or study wild phenotypes. Some observed differences are unsurprising: CB animals may lack the experience to perform certain natural behaviour patterns competently (e.g. Probably as a consequence of their reduced fear, CB animals also generally appear to have better welfare in captivity: for example, compared with WC conspecifics, CB pigtailed macaques, Macaca nemestrina, show reduced mortality after a stressor (Ha et al. 2000) . Other differences between WC and CB animals, however, are somewhat counterintuitive: compared with captive WC conspecifics, the offspring of CB mongoose lemurs, Lemur mongoz, have greater mortality (Perry et al. 1992) ; female CB white rhinoceroses, Ceratotherium simum simum, often fail to conceive (Swaisgood et al. 2006) ; and zoo-housed CB Asian elephants, Elephas maximus, are likely to die prematurely (Clubb et al. 2008) . These examples indicate that birth origin can have dramatic effects, both positive and/or negative, on the phenotypes of captive animals.
Birth origin also has a striking influence on the development of highly repetitive stereotypic behaviours (SBs) such as pacing or body rocking. Although SBs afflict at least 10 000 captive zoo animals worldwide (Mason et al. 2007) , in eight of the 11 species studied to date they are rare or absent in WC individuals, and more common in conspecifics born in captivity (Mason 2006; Latham & Mason 2008) . The hypothesized causes of SBs are two-fold. First, SBs may arise from poor adjustment to impoverished captive conditions, resulting in the sustained elicitation of highly motivated, but ultimately thwarted (i.e. frustrated), natural behaviour patterns (hereafter 'source behaviours'; frustrated motivation 
